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Rowing is a noble sport. It needs concentration, awareness and self 

discipline. One of your major roles as a cox is to remind your crew of 

this. 

 

Pre Race 

 

⚫ Attend the coxes briefing and make sure you know the call signs eg 

for umpire/starter boat and race control. 

 

⚫ Make sure you know who your crew will be; where they are; what 

race you will be competing in; what lane you will be in; and what 

time your race is due to start. 

 

⚫ Discuss the course/tide conditions etc with coxes who have already 

raced. 

 

The Journey to the Finish Line Starts Now 

 

⚫ Check thole pins are tight. Ensure all safety and obligatory racing 

equipment is in the boat. 

 

⚫ Get the crew together and make sure they understand any “non 

standard” commands you want to use. This is particularly important 

for newer or guest rowers. 

 

⚫ Do some warm up exercises as a crew. This is important at several 

levels (physically, team spirit, calming nerves etc) and additionally 

can often give you a psychological advantage over competitors. 

 

⚫ Make sure the crew isn’t complacent and remind them that their Club 

and you are expecting them to give their best right from the start. You 

will tell them as and when they can ease up - hopefully when you have 

secured a win or a position in the final. 

 

⚫ When possible, show the crew where they will be heading to; 

remember only you can see the objective when on the water. Also 

communicate other useful information such as “turns will be to 



starboard”, “rough water in middle section - may need to shorten 

stroke length” etc. 

 

⚫ Tell the crew to get into the skiff one at a time on your instructions. 

Ask them to make themselves comfortable and make any adjustments 

needed. 

 

⚫ The crew will be nervous at this point. Now is the time for them to 

focus so boost their confidence and encourage them to concentrate 

only on the task in hand. 

 

⚫ If the start line is off shore make use of this time to settle the crew and 

get into a steady rowing rythm with long, slow strokes, keeping the 

crew focussed and looking at you and not the spectators ashore. The 

crew have no need to look at other competitors. A skiff that is seen to 

be making strong, steady progress at this point can be unnerving to 

competitors. 

 

⚫ Don’t arrive at the start line with a fatigued or flustered crew - they 

should be warmed up and ready to go. 

 

⚫ Follow the instructions given by the starter. Don’t be afraid to ask for 

guidance or information from race control or the starter boat. Check 

that the water is deep enough - at least 10 feet. If not, move along the 

start line. 

 

⚫ Confirm with the crew what you want them to do at the start ie three 

short strokes lengthening out over seven more strokes. Light on 

bottoms with power coming from the legs. Remind the crew to put 

their blades in the water, straighten their backs, heads up etc. 

 

 

Attention, Go! 

 

⚫ Count through your start instructions “1,2,3 - now lengthening out - 

5,6,7,8,9,10”. 

 

⚫ Keep the crew focussed on you; they don’t need to look anywhere 

else. Do this by keeping them informed at regular intervals where 

they stand in the race eg “we are half a length up on …. and we’re in 

second place.” 

 



⚫ Keep calm, give clear instructions and encouragement at all times. 

Always keep one ear to the radio to make sure you hear any 

instructions from the umpire. Rest the radio on your knee if is difficult 

to hear. Communicate any information received appropriately to the 

crew where necessary eg “we’ve been given a 360 degree turn” or 

“ we have to give water so we’re slowing down”. 

 

⚫ Keep the rythm and timing by saying “in/out” when necessary and 

telling specific rowers that they are late or early. 

 

⚫ Long silences can let the crew lose concentration resulting in loss of 

timing, so keep up the gentle rythmic encouragement. Some crews 

find it helpful if the cox speaks in time with the rythm of the strokes. 

 

⚫ Where appropriate, ask the crew to give you “ten from the legs”, “ten 

from the arms”, “ten catches” “ten finishes” etc. This will break any 

loss of focus and get the crew working together; it will also provide 

more power. 

 

⚫ Be aware that the over use of techniques such as shouting for more or 

repeatedly asking for certain things can be counterproductive and a 

hindrance to the crew. So be wise and think what you are saying. 

 

⚫ Talk to your Stroke and tell them what you require from them ie 

faster, slower, longer or shorter strokes. On longer races, encourage 

them to communicate with you, especially about rate/stamina etc. The 

Stroke is the best person to warn you if a competitor is getting too 

close behind you or is trying to get an overlap. 

 

⚫ Towards the end of the race your crew will be exhausted, in pain and 

probably just want to stop rowing. Don’t forget this and support 

them, where appropriate, in their efforts to push through the pain 

barrier. Most people can do more than they think. 

 

⚫ When nearing the finish line give an accurate guide as to how far the 

finish line is away. Rowers can often find that extra bit when they 

know they have nearly finished. The same goes for marker/ end of 

lane buoys, so crews can mentally rehearse the turn. 

 

⚫ On crossing the finish line keep going until you are sure that you have 

actually crossed the line. Never let your crew just stop without you 

telling them - this is a safety issue as you can lose control of the skiff 

resulting in an accident. 



 

 

 

 

Post Race 

 

⚫ Tell your crew where you think they came and congratulate them on 

giving their best, whatever the outcome. 

 

⚫ In the spirit of coastal rowing also congratulate the other skiffs where 

appropriate. 

 

⚫ Cool down your crew with a gentle row back to the beach or pier or 

recovery point. 

 

⚫ Where appropriate carry out a crew debrief eg “Did we go out too 

fast? Should we have slowed and let the overlapped boat go clear 

ahead?” Chat with other coxes about what you learnt about the 

course, conditions etc. 

 

⚫ Take part in the coxes’ debrief over the next few days after a regatta 

so that insights and experience can be shared. And recorded for next 

time. 

 

 

 


